Tea houses are everywhere. This one by Tokyo-bay is inviting because
it is so thickly hung with gay red-paper lanterns. The entrances are cur-
tained with indigo blue hangings patterned with the huge white *monj of
the keeper's household. Push through the hangings with us and enter to
find, looking down at us from the matted floors just beyond the entrance,
smiling pretty Japanese girls down on their knees bowing low and bowing
lower—rising eagerly to take us by the hand and lead us in. Our shoes?
Well, we take the things off, step up in stocking feet on to clean, fresh-
smelling straw mats.
Look about you now and see for the first time what severe simplicity of
form and beautiful materials left clean for their own sake can do for a
scene of shifting colour and quick movement. All clean and silent for soft
white-shod feet. How can anything human be so polished and clean?
So we pass by the rooms and glimpse charming sights. Guests robed in
silks, fan in hand, heads gleaming with polished black. Ah! you see—in
everything inimitable, imperishable style! Black, in itself a property, is
revelation here.
Little cages of fireflies hang to the posts, as post by post we pass along
the open corridors against the outside dark. Finally all will open along one
entire roomside to an enchanted scene: the Japanese garden! Samisen
notes come from all directions like pervasive insect-notes in a summer
field. We hear the tender wail of flutes more distinctly here as though a
door had opened5 we see moon-lanterns glowing under spreading pine
trees as high moonlight streams down over all; soft light of the new moon
gleams on the still water, softly glances from the cool plashing of gently
falling water from on high over great black stones. Thin silver streams
cascade down piles of fantastic rugged rock half hidden in dark masses of
dark green sonari; bright flowers and blooming shrubs are massed about
the rocks and rugged tree trunks down to the water's very edge.
This seems an ancient countryside, this garden. Or an opal empire. But
it may be, yes, it must be, very small. How small would be unbelievable!
Twenty-five feet square1
We had come here from another, noisier, more vulgar world and we
gratefully knelt on sombre silken cushions, subdued, entranced—looking
humbly upon this environment of simple perfect art.
A work of art as marvellous now enters the scene. She is fashioned upon
the head, hand and breast instead of upon the leg and thigh as she would
have been fashioned in the West, With modest mien she enters, smiles
sweetly and bows gracefully to the floor again and again. She softly asks
what the most honourable gentlemen will be pleased to have her un-
worthy self bring to them, this most tender of evenings, for their good
pleasure? Black heads meantime are everywhere moving within the ad-
joining rooms. Black gleams over smooth oval powder-whitened faces
punctuated by lips of living scarlet, the scarlet to match the saki cups?
Blackl the science and the art of 'black' is in everything. Decorous black
eyes slyly slant upon you from every direction as the little artful beings
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